A biologically plausible implementation of
error-backpropagation for classification tasks
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Error-backpropagation is a powerful
method to train neural networks, but its
current implementations lack biological
realism. Here we present a novel scheme
for implementing error-backpropagation in
a biologically plausible way. Our scheme,
called attention-gated reinforcement learning (AGREL), uses an ”attentional”
feedback signal to gate the plasticity of
connections to hidden units. We show that
the average changes in connection weights
in AGREL are the same as the changes in
weights in error-backpropagation.

with mutually exclusive classes [1], the activity
of the output units, Zkp , is computed using the
softmax activation function:
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where w0k is the bias of unit k (Y0 always equals
1). The natural error function for these classification problems is the cross-entropy function for
multiple classes [1], in which the error in the output for pattern p is defined as
Qp = −
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where tpk is the target output for unit k, to be
We study a classification task with P input pat- provided by a ”teacher”; tpc = 1, and tpk = 0 for
p
terns that are classified into C mutually exclusive k 6= cp . Connection weights are updated accordclasses. The network that has to learn this classi- ing to the gradient of the error surface. For the
fication is composed of N input units, M hidden weights from the hidden to the output layer,
units, and C output units (Fig. 1). The target
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put patterns are applied to the input layer, and
= βYjp (tpk − Zkp )
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the activity of the hidden units, Yjp , is computed
using the logistic activation function:
where β is a parameter that determines the learnYjp =
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ing rate. For the weights from the input to the
hidden layer,
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where v0j is the bias of unit j (X0 always equals
1).
In the version of the backpropagation algorithm
that is commonly used for classification problems
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If another output unit, k 6= cp , is selected, and
therefore no reward is obtained, we take δ = −1.
The signal δ could be implemented as a diffusible
messenger such as dopamine [2].
The change in the weights wjk from the hidden
to the output layer depends on Zkp , Yjp , and δ,
information that is locally available:
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where β is a parameter that determines the learning rate and f (δ) is an expansive function that
Figure 1: The three-layered network of AGREL. causes large weight changes for values of δ that
0
Feedback connections wkj
from the output to the are close to 1:
hidden layer gate the plasticity of the connections
½
δ/(1 − δ) δ ≥ 0
vij from the input to the hidden layer.
(12)
f (δ) =
δ
δ<0
Updating according to these rules is biologically implausible, for two reasons. First, updating
of the weights between the input and the hidden
layer depends on wjk and Zkp , information that is
not locally available at the connection. Second, in
each round of updating, a teacher has to provide
the correct response tpk for each output unit.
In our new scheme, attention-gated reinforcement learning (AGREL), the activity in the output layer is determined by a winner-take-all rule.
The winning output unit has activity 1, and the
others are inactive. The softmax rule is used to
determine the winning unit, whereby the total input apk to a unit determines the probability that
it will win the competition:
Pr(Zkp = 1) = PC

exp(apk )

k0 =1
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apk =
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Thus, in each trial, only the connections to the
output unit that has won the competition are updated, since for the other output units Zkp = 0.
By combining Eqs. (10) through (12), we can
compute the average change in the weights wjk .
Pattern p is correctly classified with probability
Pr(Zcpp = 1), and the average change in the connection weights wjcp across trials equals
δ
Pr(Zcpp = 1)βYjp
1−δ
h
i
= βYjp tpcp − Pr(Zcpp = 1) (13)

E(∆wjcp ) =

An erroneous output unit k 6= cp is selected with
probability Pr(Zkp = 1), and the average change
(8) in the connection weights wjk is

(9)
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In AGREL, as in other reinforcement learning
schemes, evaluative feedback in the form of reward
controls the changes in the connection weights.
We assume, without loss of generality, that the
amount r of reward received after correct classification equals 1, and that no reward is obtained
in case of misclassification. With these choices,
the average amount of reward expected with input
pattern p is Pr(Zcpp = 1), the probability that the
correct output unit wins the competition. Suppose that, with input pattern p, output unit k
has won the competition (Zkp = 1) and that this
is the correct classification; i.e., k = cp and r = 1.
The difference δ between the amount of reward
obtained and the average amount of reward expected is then broadcasted to all the units of the
network:
δ = 1 − Pr(Zcpp = 1)
(10)

E(∆wjk ) = Pr(Zkp = 1)βYjp δ
= βYjp [tpk − Pr(Zkp = 1)] (14)
Comparison of Eqs. (13) and (14) with Eq. (6)
shows that the average changes in weights in
AGREL are the same as the changes in weights
in error-backpropagation. Note that Pr(Zkp = 1)
and Pr(Zcpp = 1) in AGREL are equal to, respectively, Zkp and Zcpp in error-backpropagation.
The plasticity of the weights vij from the input
to the hidden layer is gated by feedback of the win0
, which approximate
ning unit through weights wkj
the weights wjk of the feedforward connections.
This feedback signal is physiologically plausible,
since sensory neurons in the cortex receive attentional feedback when the object to which they respond is selected for action [3-5]. Changes in vij
are determined by Xip , Yjp , δ, and the amount
of feedback received from the output layer, all of
which are locally available:
0
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where wsj
is the strength of the feedback connection from the winning unit s in the output layer
to unit j in the hidden layer.
Each connection weight vij is updated both
when input pattern p is correctly classified and
when it is not. The average change in the connection weights vij across trials equals
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Equation (16) is equivalent to Eq. (7). The plas0
ticity of the feedback connections wkj
is also governed by Eq. (11), and this maintains the equivalence of the weights of the feedforward and feedback connections.
In conclusion, we have shown that the errorbackpropagation algorithm for classification
tasks can be implemented as a reinforcement
learning scheme.
Various other schemes for
implementing error-backpropagation in a more
biologically plausible way have been proposed
in the literature, including a second network for
the error signals [6, 7], recirculation of activity
in a recurrent network [8, 9], and two separate
neuronal sites for the activity and the error
signal [10]. However, in all these schemes, as in
standard error-backpropagation, a biologically
implausible teacher remains necessary to provide
the correct output. In AGREL, as in other
reinforcement learning schemes, it is not revealed
how the network should have responded when
the output of the network is wrong; the correct
output is found by trial and error. AGREL is
also superior to previous reinforcement learning
schemes [11, 12], which are not as efficient as
error-backpropagation in specifying how the connections to hidden units should be optimized. In
AGREL, this so-called credit assignment problem
is solved by the introduction of an attentional
feedback signal.
The combination of reinforcement learning and attentional feedback has
yielded a learning scheme that changes connection
weights just as standard error-backpropagation,
but in a biologically plausible way.
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